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slide 1

read
Originally I proposed a 20 min long performance called ThinkTalk with Rob Wittig – In it, 
we wanted to mix objects, voices and text live (using webcams) to compose something like 
a text opera with solos, dialogs, a choir and organic chaos. It should have been a 
meandering text collage with coincidences and contingency leading to unintentional 
meaning. - if you have an opportunity to invite us?
Instead I will tell you about my relation to electronic literature and my struggles defining 
my artworks.

slide 2
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http://readingclub.fr/events/59b26eef7c5ee7931f000003/0/text
click, read
Maybe you don't know me, maybe you do, for instance from the Reading Club; a project I 
started in 2013 with Emmanuel Guez, and which is included in the Electronic Literature 
Collection volume 3.
Here you see the cinematic archive of Apparatus_is {Other-s} … In this case the original 
text written by me was read and rewritten in a live performance by the reariters: Renee 
Carmichael, Emmanuel Guez, Nick Montfort and Zombectro.
The Reading Club is a collective writing tool originally announced as all at once an 
intertextual playground, a laboratory and an interpretive arena. 
In my eloCork talk Diffractive Reading in the Reading Club I propose it also manifests itself
as a facilitator for a diffractive, distributed intelligence on-the-fly.
It creates text and relational patterns that do not depend on canons. It obliges the 
participating reariters and their public to leave the self-centred reflective habits of the 
classical writer in an apparatus that throws them out of systemised subjectivity, out of a 
world that only reproduces what they already know.

slide 3 

read
Or maybe you know my piece ViolenceS. from 2006. It is an interactive writing experiment,
that also became an executable shown in exhibitions and a flash animation for blueOrange.
I worked a lot on  what I called the “voice of multiplicity”. Others are for instance “fear”, 
“solitude” and “attention”.

slide 4  
read 
Or you might have encountered separation/séparation a hypertext work in flash from 2002 
included in the Electronic Literature Collection 2. It has been translated in Italian by Mauro 
Carassai. (now lost?)

http://readingclub.fr/events/59b26eef7c5ee7931f000003/0/text
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slide 4

slide 5

Two other stages of the piece that makes you click not toooo fast to read the text.

slide 6 show book
from estranger to e-stranger – living in between languages (2014)
buy or download free .pdf 
http://www.lulu.com/shop/annie-abrahams/from-estranger-to-e-stranger/paperback/product-
21808647.html

http://www.lulu.com/shop/annie-abrahams/from-estranger-to-e-stranger/paperback/product-21808647.html
http://www.lulu.com/shop/annie-abrahams/from-estranger-to-e-stranger/paperback/product-21808647.html
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slide 6

read
Or you know my book from estranger to e-stranger – living in between languages (2014) 
presented in an exhibition at Aksioma Art Space in Ljubljana. Nowadays I would have 
chosen another sub title: living with languages, not in between. In between = void. The book
is based on the e-stranger website, my ongoing research on “What language does to you - or
not.”. There are 134 posts and some attending publication. From very anecdotic or personal 
to theoretical, artistic and academic. 

slide 7
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read
Recent examples of e-stranger posts : the “third texte“ is about translation of which Robert-
Foley says that its impossibility is an opportunity rather than an impasse. 

slide 8

read
Writing in a language you are not fluent in … a great advantage? Is about Murakami and 
Agota Kristof,  who both gave me more confidence in my own language.

slide 9
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read
Minimal English – metalanguage on Anna Wierzbicka's Imprisoned in English: The 
Hazards of English as a Default Language. 
+ read top phrase from slide.

slide 10

read 
If you have seen my performance “Ours Lingages” at eloPorto, you know I like to mix 
languages with other practices like dance and singing. Then you know that control / mastery
is not what I am looking for.
Framing my artistic work is and has always been a “problem”.

slide 11
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read 
net art, digital art, fine art, video art, electronic literature, networked performance art, code 
art, media art, time-based media
and more - among which poetry - were all used by someone to classify it. 
All these categorisations are based on technology and don't say anything about what is 
experienced through the work. I am not so much interested in a form as in what this form 
produces, what kind of behaviour (interaction <->intra-action) it concerns.
So I came up with behavioural art 

no, that was not possible – the word “behavioural” became contaminated when I studied 
biology. It refers to Skinner boxes, socio biology, operant conditioning, eugenics, etc. – no

slide 12

read
Arjen Mulder‘s article THE BEAUTY OF AGENCY ART 2012, where he uses a “virtual 
behavioural space”, pointed in a new direction. This concept is an extension of  “virtual 
feeling” usedd by Susanne K. Langer in Feeling and Form (1953). Each individual art 
medium evokes, manipulates and investigates “virtual feelings” in its own way. 
So how about agency art, would that be a better category?

slide 13 + read 
Agency Art does not take a medium, or technology as a starting point, but highlights what 
they make possible. It is an art that is anchored in behavioural choices. Its meaning is the 
actions made possible.
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Slide 14 + read

I looked at works, with which I found my work was connected and found these keywords. 
They are from dance, theatre, digital art, sound, poetry to performance.
It felt good.
Agency Art is multidisciplinary and opens up art practices the ones to the others.

But, the words Agency Art are also contaminated in the mind of some people (try google). 
Moreover I am not sure the concept really covers my work. Sometimes I think more about it
as promoting aesthetics of attention and trust or as a production of relational machines.
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slide 15

read
When I told all this to my friend Cor van der Weele (biologist and philosopher) she said it's 
simple you do Participative Ethology in Artificial Environments – you have an 
ethnological approach of Agency Art.
Not sure this brought me a lot further, but it is nice to consider.

Food for thought and art works …

slide 16
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read 
Two of my recent projects fit perfectly in this : Distant Feeling(s) with Daniel Pinheiro and 
Lisa Parra and Constallations by 3G(enerations (Annie Abrahams, Pascale Barret and Alix 
Desaubliaux).

Show, listen to XD,^_^,:3,:-D rire parce que ... 
https://constallations.hotglue.me/?rire

-----------------

if time slide 17:

read
Something more is bothering me: Agency Art seems to consider the art work to trigger 
behaviour, it stays with interactivity, while more and more I start thinking that intra-activity 
might be a better way to talk about it.
When I analyse my mostly collaborative work it is hardly ever clear what is causing what, 
where the agency exactly is – not between clearly distinguishable entities, but coming from 
within a whole, where interface, individual computers, keyboards, webcams and sound 
device characteristics, server conditions, as well as the text, voices and images of the co-
performers and participants, local light conditions and family situations are all entangled in 
what Karen Barad, a feminist theorist and physicist, would call the phenomenon of intra-
activity. 

More food for thought and art works …

https://constallations.hotglue.me/?rire

